




Crystallized 
Caribbean 
Spirit



We are proud to pronounce the partnership 
between Dictador and Lalique – the French Crystal 
brand internationally renowned.

DICTADOR IS THE 

FIRST RUM PRODUCER
CHOSEN BY LALIQUE



The collaboration, which is a first in the world of aged rum, will 
create classic pieces, revealing the Colombian liquid treasure 
within crystal art pieces designed and produced by Lalique. This 
masterpiece series has been named Dictador Generations. 

Dictador Generations is a tribute to family Parra, the acclaimed 
producer of Colombian aged rum, now in its third generation. To 
honour this special occasion, Hernan Parra, Dictador Master 
Blender together with his father Dario Parra, created a unique 
blend of rum from unique 1976 vintages.



HERNAN PARRA 

Master Blender, Dictador
MARC LARMINAUX

Artistic and Creative Director, Lalique



Craftsmanship



Passion



Perfection



Dedication



The bottle, designed by Lalique, is inspired by the magical and 
mysterious beauty of the Caribbean Sea with its magnificent 
reflections, and calming soundscapes of beaches lapped by 
crystalline waters.  Lalique has captured the character of this natural 
wonder by incorporating the water patterns in its masterpiece. 
Enhanced by the clear and frosted technique, part of Lalique DNA, 
which is sculpting the light through the crystal decanter and brings 
the piece to life.

Through cooperation with Dictador, Lalique expands its collection 
of crystal bottles of the most unique alcohols in the world.

To connoisseurs globally, the Dictador Generations, a strictly 
limited series of 300 art pieces, will be released in early 2021.



COLLECTORS EDITION
DICTADOR GENERATIONS EN LALIQUE 1976 
43 % ALC. 700ML

The rum specially created to honour the Lalique partnership. The only 
blend created by Hernan Parra, Dictador Master Blender together with 
his father Dario Parra. All rums from 1976, aged in American Oak and Port 
casks, 43% ABV.

TASTING NOTES 
Nose: Freshly polished wood with hints of leather, ripe plums and a touch 
of clove. Cocoa powder opens up to layers of black cherry, nutmeg, 
cinnamon and a touch of deep mahogany, finishing with griddled 
pineapple and a hint of rose petals.

Palate: The palate opens with a deep note of dark chocolate, a hint of 
flamed orange peel and clove spices. Nutmeg is next up, followed up oak 
dryness, rich leather and madagascan vanilla pods. High quality coffee 
and a hint of star anise add an additional layer of complexity. A wonderful 
balance of ripe fruit sweetness rounded off by earthy spices.

Finish: Smoky toasted cigar tobacco notes are underpinned by oak 
spices and a light sweetness of plump raisins, rich stewed prunes, 
medjool dates and fig leaf. The finish is completed by rich dark chocolate 
notes, and more dry, earthy oak spices.

DICTADOR GENERATIONS EN LALIQUE CRYSTAL DECANTER 

Numbered engravered bottle, 300 art pieces
43% alc., 700 ml
 

DICTADOR GENERATIONS EN LALIQUE GIFTBOX 

Limited edition giftbox, inspired by the magical beauty of the 
Caribbean Sea. Only 300 of such giftboxes are available worldwide.



DICTADOR GENERATIONS 
HANDCRAFTED STAINLESS 
STEEL SHOWCASE.
The bottle is set within an exclusive presentation case made of 
stainless steel featuring a tempered glass viewing window on the 
front of the case. This showcase piece includes a fingerprint 
technology and includes under bottle lighting to highlight the deep 
amber of this product. 



COLLECTORS 
GIFTBOX



DICTADOR GENERATIONS 
COLLECTORS SET

PREORDERS: 
fineandrare@dictador.com

300 numbered bottles 43% alc. capacity 700 ml

Available March 2021

• www.dictador.com                                    • ig   the_dictador

DICTADOR GENERATIONS EN LALIQUE CRYSTAL. A strictly limited 
series of 300 uniquely designed crystal carafes, filled with a golden 
liquid treasure of remarkable, aged rum blended from a singular 
selection of 1976 vintages. A blend specially created by Hernan Parra, 
Dictador Master Blender together with his father Dario Parra. Aged in 
American Oak and Port casks, 43% ABV. International collectors, 
experts and investors of luxury spirits will recognise that this emotive, 
exquisite crystal carafe designed by Lalique for Dictador is as much          
a work of art as a vessel for fine rum. Each bottle is engraved with its 
unique number.

DICTADOR GENERATIONS EN LALIQUE GIFTBOX. Limited edition 
gift box, inspired by the magical beauty of the Caribbean Sea. Only 
300 of such giftboxes are available worldwide.
 
DICTADOR GENERATIONS HANDCRAFTED STAINLESS STEEL 
SHOWCASE. The bottle is set within an exclusive presentation case 
made of stainless steel featuring a tempered glass viewing window on 
the front of the case. This showcase piece includes a fingerprint 
technology and includes under bottle lighting to highlight the deep 
amber of this product. 

PENDRIVE. The package includes a digital file set that tells the story of 
this incredible partnership between the incomparable French crystal 
designers with the family of master blenders and distillers that create 
Colombia’s Dictador, pioneer of exclusive, exceptional aged rum. 

DICTADOR GENERATIONS SAMPLE. 43% alc., 30ml.

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY

PENDRIVE SAMPLE CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY

NUMBERED ENGRAVERED BOTTLE, 300 ART PIECES

43% ALC., 700 ML, HIDDEN IN GIFTBOX

EXPOSITION STAND


